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Third Coast Percussion is a
GRAMMY® Award-winning
Chicago-based percussion
quartet and GRAMMY®nominated composer
collective.
For over fifteen years, the ensemble
has created exciting and unexpected
performances that constantly
redefine the classical music
experience. The ensemble has been
praised for “commandingly elegant”
(New York Times) performances,
the “rare power” (Washington
Post) of their recordings, and
“an inspirational sense of fun
and curiosity” (Minnesota StarTribune). Third Coast Percussion
maintains a busy tour schedule,
with past performances in 38 of
the 50 states and Washington, DC,
plus international tour dates in
Canada, Colombia, France, Hong
Kong, Germany, Italy, Lithuania, the
Netherlands, Poland, Taiwan, and
the United Kingdom.

Stay up-to-date and go behind-thescenes by following Third Coast:
@ThirdCoastPerc
@Third Coast Percussion
@thirdcoastpercussion
@thirdcoastpercussion

Front and back cover photos and photo above by
Saverio Truglia
*Third Coast Percussion is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit
organization.

A direct connection with the audience is at the core of all
of Third Coast Percussion’s work, whether the musicians are
speaking from the stage about a new piece of music, inviting the
audience to play along in a concert or educational performance, or
inviting their fans around the world to create new music using one
of their free mobile apps. The four members of Third Coast are
also accomplished teachers, and make active participation by all
students the cornerstone of all their educational offerings.
The quartet’s curiosity and eclectic taste have led to a series of
unlikely collaborations that have produced exciting new art. The
ensemble has worked with engineers at the University of Notre
Dame, architects at the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, dancers
at Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, and musicians from traditions
ranging from the mbira music of Zimbabwe’s Shona people, to indie
rockers and footwork producers, to some of the world’s leading
concert musicians. Third Coast Percussion served as ensemble-inresidence at the University of Notre Dame’s DeBartolo Performing
Arts Center from 2013—2018, and currently serves as ensemble-inresidence at Denison University.
A commission for a new work from composer Augusta Read
Thomas in 2012 led to the realization that commissioning new
musical works can be—and should be—as collaborative as any
other artistic partnership. Through extensive workshopping
and close contact with composers, Third Coast Percussion has
commissioned and premiered new works by Philip Glass, Missy

Mazzoli, Danny Elfman, Jlin,
Gemma Peacocke, Flutronix,
Tyondai Braxton, Clarice Assad,
Sérgio Assad, Augusta Read
Thomas, Devonté Hynes, Georg
Friedrich Haas, Donnacha
Dennehy, Glenn Kotche,
Christopher Cerrone, David T.
Little and today’s leading up-andcoming composers through their
Currents Creative Partnership
program. TCP’s commissioned
works have become part of the
ensemble’s core repertoire and
seen hundreds of performances
across four continents.
Third Coast Percussion’s
recordings include fourteen
feature albums, and appearances
on eleven additional releases. The
quartet has put its stamp on iconic
percussion works by John Cage
and Steve Reich, and Third Coast
has also created first recordings
of commissioned works by Philip
Glass, Augusta Read Thomas,
Danny Elfman, Jlin, Devonté
Hynes, Gavin Bryars, Donnacha
Dennehy, David T. Little, Ted
Hearne, and more, in addition to recordings of the ensemble’s own compositions. In 2017 the ensemble won
the GRAMMY® Award for Best Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance for their recording of Steve
Reich’s works for percussion. Third Coast has since received three additional GRAMMY® nominations as
performers, and in 2021 they received their first GRAMMY® nomination as composers.

The quartet’s curiosity and eclectic taste have led to a series of unlikely
collaborations that have produced exciting new art.
Third Coast Percussion has always maintained strong ties to the vibrant artistic community in their hometown
of Chicago. They have collaborated with Chicago institutions such as Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, the
Chicago Children’s Choir, the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, Chicago Humanities Festival, and the Adler
Planetarium. TCP performed at the grand opening of Maggie Daley Children’s Park, conducted residencies at
the University of Chicago and the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, created multi-year collaborative projects with
Chicago-based composers Augusta Read Thomas, Glenn Kotche, and chamber ensemble Eighth Blackbird, and
has taught tens of thousands of students through partnerships with The People’s Music School, the Chicago
Park District, Rush Hour Concerts, Urban Gateways, and others.
The four members of Third Coast Percussion (Sean Connors, Robert Dillon, Peter Martin, and David Skidmore)
met while studying percussion music at Northwestern University with Michael Burritt and James Ross.
Members of Third Coast also hold degrees from the Eastman School of Music, Rutgers University, the New
England Conservatory, and the Yale School of Music.
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Brushwood Center at Ryerson Woods,
Riverwoods, IL
Bloomsburg University, Bloomsburg, PA
Field Museum, Chicago, IL
Gale-Ettrick-Trempealeau Performing Arts
Center, Galesville, WI
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Denison University, Granville, OH
**Ensemble-In-Residence**
Lied Center for Performing Arts, Lincoln, NE
Barrington’s White House, Barrington, IL
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Sharon Lynne Wilson Center for the Arts,
Brookfield, WI
Dickinson College, Carlisle, PA
DePaul University, Chicago, IL
York Community High School, Elmhurst, IL
Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
Stanford Live, Stanford, CA
University of Central Arkansas, Conway, AR
Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ
Shenandoah Conservatory, Winchester, VA

“Relentless focus
and energy”
- The New York Times
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Modlin Center for the Arts, Richmond, VA
Zoellner Arts Center, Bethlehem, PA
Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center,
College Park, MD
TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht, Netherlands
DeSingel, Antwerp, Belgium
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL
Ensemble Music Society, Indianapolis, IN
Le Lieu Unique, Nantes, France
Klaipeda Concert Hall, Klaipeda, Lithuania

•
•
•
•
•

Toolbox International Creative Academy,
Hong Kong
Harris Theater for Music and Dance, Chicago,
IL
Performing Arts Houston, Houston, TX
Constellation, Chicago, IL
Chamber Music Albuquerque, Albuquerque,
NM

“Absolute masters”
- BBC Music Magazine

CONCERT PROGRAMS
Perspectives
“Third Coast Percussion, with albums like Perspectives, continues to push percussion in
new directions, blurring musical boundaries and beguiling new listeners.” – Tom Huizenga,
NPR Music
Perspectives invites listeners to embark on an exciting musical adventure, featuring virtuosic
repertoire written for TCP by some of today’s leading music creators. Iconic film composer
Danny Elfman, innovative electronic music producer Jlin, American legend Philip Glass, and
groundbreaking flute/electronics duo Flutronix embody the diversity of 21st century music
making, drawing inspiration from a wide range of influences and points of view.
Album available now on Cedille Records.

Rituals and Meditations
Rituals permeate every aspect of human life, and music is no exception. An evening of
inventive new works for percussion explores how music plays a role in everything from
renewing a world in chaos to the pursuit of wellness through meditation practice.
Missy Mazzoli’s Millennium Canticles imagines the musicians as a post-apocalyptic group
of survivors who struggle to remember the rituals and stories that once made them human.
Tyondai Braxton’s Sunny X is a meditation on small phrases of non-pitched percussion and
electronics that takes the audience on a riveting sonic journey. A new original composition
by Third Coast Percussion brings the focus inward, exploring the ritual of meditation
through sound.

Metamorphosis
Choreography by Movement Art Is (Lil Buck and Jon Boogz)
“MAI advocates for social change while expressing how vital dance can be” – The Atlantic
Third Coast Percussion joins forces with the groundbreaking choreography of Movement
Art Is (Lil Buck and Jon Boogz) for an intimate, evening-length program that explores the
duality of human nature. At once intensely personal and fiercely virtuosic, two disparate
styles of street dance blend seamlessly with new music by Jlin and Tyondai Braxton, as well
as Third Coast Percussion’s critically-acclaimed arrangements of Philip Glass’s Aguas da
Amazonia.

Aguas da Amazonia
Third Coast Percussion presents its colorful arrangements of Aguas da
Amazonia by renowned American composer Philip Glass. Inspired by a visit to
Brazil, each movement of the suite vividly represents the unique character and
majesty of various waterways in the Amazon region. The program is rounded
out by a performance of Perpetulum, Glass’s first-ever piece for percussion
ensemble which was commissioned by Third Coast Percussion in 2018.
Collaborators pictured from top: Danny Elfman (photo credit: Brian Averill), Jlin (photo credit: Madhumita Nandi), Tyondai
Braxton (photo credit: Grace Villamil), Missy Mazzoli (photo credit: Marylene Mey), Lil Buck and Jon Boogz (photo credit: Michael
Cobarrubia), Cameron Murphy and Quentin Robinson (photo credit: Wisconsin Union Theater | Mead Witter Foundation Concert
Hall at the Hamel Music Center), Philip Glass (photo credit: Raymond Meier)

CONCERTOS
PLAY!
by Clarice Assad
World Premiere November 4, 2023 with the Santa Rosa
Symphony, Francesco Lecce-Chong, conductor
Acclaimed composer/performer Clarice Assad is composing
PLAY! a new concerto for herself and Third Coast
Percussion to perform as soloists with orchestra. The piece
is a sonic exploration of the concept of play in its many
forms, and will include games, toys, theater, virtuosity, and a
heartfelt emotional underpinning.

Duration: 20 minutes.
Orchestration: 2.2.2.2 - 4.2.2.1 - timp.perc(1) - strings

“Clarice Assad is quite simply a phenomenon who has
streaked across the world’s musical landscape like one of
those comets that appears just once in a lifetime.”
- Latin Jazz Network

Photo courtesy of Clarice Assad

MEANDER, SPIRAL,
EXPLODE

From me flows what
you call Time

by Christopher Cerrone

by Toru Takemitsu

“Third Coast Percussion collaborated
animatedly with the orchestra in the
gripping work, its three movements
unfolding without pause.” - Chicago
Tribune

“31 minutes of the most exquisite meditative quiet you have ever heard in a
concert hall.” - Chicago Tribune

Duration: 15 minutes.
Orchestration: 2(I,II=Picc).2(II=EH).2(II=Bcl).2
(II=Cbsn)-2.2.0.0-solo perc(4)-perc(2)-hp-pftstrings(min 8.7.6.6.4)

Duration: 31 minutes.
Orchestration: 5 solo perc.3(2.,3.pic
3.afl).3(2.obd’am 3.ca).4(2.Ebcl 3.bcl
4.cbcl).3(3.cbsn)-4.3.3.0-2hps.celstrings(14.12.10.8.6)

SONOROUS EARTH
by Augusta Read Thomas
“Imagine myriad points of light, or
multiple showers of shiny metallic
objects, flashing across the cosmos, and
you get a sense of what this arresting
and evocative music sounds like.” Chicago Tribune

Duration: 35 minutes. Movements
may be performed independently.
Orchestration: picc.2.2.2.2/2.2.2.0/2 perc./
hp./strings

digital_TCP
Delivering the best of Third Coast Percussion’s performance and education
programming directly to your audience.

LICENSING
In Spring 2022, three
thousand students in grades
2-8 from Prince William
County and the City of
Manassas participated
in WAVES: The Science
Behind Sound, licensed by
the Hylton Performing Arts
Center.

“I was thrilled to be able
to share this opportunity
with our local students
and teachers that crosses
multiple subject areas while
being anchored in the arts.”
- Marit Majeske, Education
Coordinator, Hylton
Performing Arts Center

TCP offers a wide variety of high quality content available for licensing,
including:
• Pre-recorded concert performances: Archetypes and Metamorphosis
• K-12 educational programs: Think Outside the Drum and WAVES

**Last season, we reached over 4,000 students thanks to presenters who licensed our
programs!**

• Fully customizable content derived from an extensive media catalogue

LIVESTREAMS
Livestream performances are broadcast from TCP’s studio in Chicago and
feature high quality multi-track audio, multi-camera HD video, multi-platform
streaming capabilities, interactive audience chat, exclusive video content from
guest artists and composers, and live Q&A with the ensemble.

CUSTOMIZED VIDEO CONTENT
Engage TCP to create innovative, original video content specifically for your
audience. The possibilities are endless!

...AND MORE!
TCP has created an extensive series of master classes, videos with practice tips,
and FAQs about the ensemble’s artistic, logistical, and business practices.
TCP’s Production Manager is available to lead online master classes on a range
of topics, including: audio engineering, live sound, livestreaming, and more.

“Third Coast Percussion’s Think Outside the Drum program is a
natural fit for a virtual elementary or middle school offering. This
digital, asynchronous program allows teachers to share individual
chapters with their students on their own schedule in a way that
remains engaging and interactive!”
- Elizabeth Duffell, Director of Artistic Engagement, Meany
Center for the Performing Arts
Photo credit: Third Coast Percussion

by Carlos Carrillo
Born in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Carlos Carrillo is a
distinguished composer and faculty member at University
of Illinois. Inspired by different works of poetry, this
six movement suite combines the colorful sounds of
percussion ensemble with strings and woodwinds.

SAME RIVER TWICE
by David Longstreth
Widely known as lead singer and guitarist for the Dirty
Projectors, Longstreth is creating a new percussion
quartet that will imaginatively weave together threads of
inspiration from Arvo Pärt, hip-hop rhythms, and bossa
nova.

Plus, new works in progress by
Tigran Hamasyan, Hans Thomalla, and Anna Meredith
Contact Reba Cafarelli for co-commissioning opportunities:
reba@thirdcoastpercussion.com
Photo credit (from top): Carlos Carillo, Michael Schmelling

IN DEVELOPMENT

MUSICA POETICA

TEACHING, RESIDENCIES,
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Third Coast Percussion offers interactive hands-on learning and music-making
experiences for a wide range of students and community members.
“Working with the musicians in Third Coast Percussion was enlightening, refreshing, and
truly inspiring.”
- Jane Hirshberg, Campus and Community Engagement Manager, The Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center

• Master classes on topics including entrepreneurship, 20th/21st century
music performance, chamber music skills, and more
• Coachings for chamber music groups of any instrumentation
• Educational performances in schools, libraries, and more
• Pre-concert and post-concert discussions and audience feedback
• Reading, performing, and coaching student compositions
• Interdisciplinary collaborations across a wide range of disciplines,
including engineering, architecture, astronomy, dance, and more
• Guided sound meditation, co-led by Third Coast Percussion

presentations

9,000+ students
engaged each season

Contact reba@thirdcoastpercussion.com
for more details

Photo credits (from left):
Northwestern University,
Denison University
(Next page, from top): Philip D.
Lanum, Ricardo Cervantes, Play
Marimba!

WAVES

**Digital-only program!**
An Interactive Digital Presentation Exploring the Science
Behind Sound

Students learn about the scientific and musical properties
of sound waves (amplitude/dynamics, frequency/pitch,
etc.) by participating in interactive activities using appbased technology to visualize learning objectives. Ideal for
audiences ranging from 3rd-8th grade.

THINK OUTSIDE THE DRUM

A Fun, Interactive, and Educational Presentation for All
Ages
Introducing the Building Blocks of Music

Performances by Third Coast Percussion are
interspersed with teaching moments that introduce
the building blocks of music (rhythm, melody,
and timbre) through participation in a series of
interactive activities including clapping, singing, and
a listening game.
Think Outside the Drum is ideal for audiences
ranging in age from pre-school to 6th grade.
Alternative versions of the program are suited for
7th grade to 12th grade students. The program is also
well suited for all-ages family audiences. Any size
audience can be accommodated.
Available for digital residencies!

MUSIC COMPOSITION PROJECT
Students Compose an Original Piece of Music
and Perform it with TCP

Over a 4-day residency, TCP performs for the students,
introduces three building blocks of music (melody, rhythm,
and musical textures), leads the students in breakout
sessions where all students create their own melodies,
rhythms, and textures, and leads the full ensemble of
students in assembling the musical building blocks into a
final piece.
Available for groups of 30-40 students with assistance and
supervision from the students’ regular music teacher.
Available for digital residencies!

“Commandingly elegant”
-New York Times

“Third Coast Percussion’s borderless music finds inspiration in fleet-footed beats”
May 13, 2022
by Tom Huizenga

The style of electronic music and dance known as footwork might appear a strange bedfellow to classical
music, but the Grammy-winning group Third Coast Percussion embraces the fleet-footed sound on
Perspectives, a new album that pushes the notion of a percussion ensemble into fresh territory.
Footwork is the hyper-beat music born in Chicago’s underground dance competitions and house parties in
the late 1990s. On Third Coast Percussion’s album, the style undergoes a mesmerizing transformation in a
seven-movement suite called Perspective.
The music, which often clocks at 150 beats per minute or more, is by Jerrilynn Patton, a footwork fan who
began slicing up her own electronic beats at her parent’s home in Gary, Ind. She was working in a nearby
steel mill when Dark Energy, her debut album, won her critical acclaim in 2015 — although she says she’s tired
of journalists trotting out the story.
Going by Jlin, the electronic artist has absorbed footwork, but turned it inside out for her collaboration with
Third Coast Percussion. She did not score the work on manuscript paper, but instead brought her myriad
layers of audio stems to the Third Coast musicians and together they fashioned a version that could be
performed on over 30 instruments.
On “Derivative,” metal bowls filled with water and struck by mallets help lay down a woozy, head-bopping
groove, along with bongos, a bamboo “devil chaser,” various gongs, woodblocks and car parts.
Another unconventional partnership on the album finds Third Coast Percussion composing music with
another band, the duo Flutronix, comprised of flutists Nathalie Joachim and Allison Loggins-Hull. Their piece,
Rubix, features punchy flutes dancing over a chilled out vibraphone, and foggy episodes where marimba,
whirly tube and bowed flexatone provide an evocative backdrop of light and shadow.
There’s one more combination on Perspectives that may surprise you, and it comes courtesy of Danny
Elfman. You may know him as the front man for the peculiar ‘80s rock band Oingo Boingo, or better yet by
his nearly 100 film scores, for movies like Edward Scissorhands and Good Will Hunting. For the Third Coast
musicians, he composed a four-movement piece simply called Percussion Quartet. Unlike a lot of academic
music for percussion ensembles, Elfman makes his quartet sing sweetly, leaning heavily on the warm sounds
of the marimba interlocking with tinkling tubular chimes and pitched metal pipes.
It says a lot about this group’s commitment to brand new music when the oldest piece on the album is from
1988. Philip Glass’s Metamorphosis No. 1, originally for solo piano, undergoes an expansive, serene renovation.
At one point the gentle, see-sawing theme is taken up by a melodica, and later sparkles with a flurry of
glockenspiel and crotales.
Third Coast Percussion, with albums like Perspectives, continues to push percussion in new directions,
blurring musical boundaries and beguiling new listeners.

Photo credits to the left: (top) Michael Penn, (middle right and left) Geoff Sheil, (bottom) Melanie Ahn

MEMETERIA

“Hitting the Sweet Spot: Third Coast Percussion at Grand Teton Music Festival”
July 30, 2021
byThomas May

Week 4 of the Grand Teton Music Festival continued with an enthusiastically received performance by
Chicago-based Third Coast Percussion making their Festival debut. Presented without intermission, the
concert unfolded with unflagging energy as each member of the quartet — David Skidmore, Robert Dillon,
Peter Martin, and Sean Connors — took turns introducing the selections.
The entire program consisted of living composers — indeed, composers with whom Third Coast has
collaborated. Their style of music making overall synthesizes a kind of surgical precision with frenetic
spontaneity — and that intriguing blend is mirrored by their exciting visual performance, a virtuoso
choreography that is functional and at the same time abstractly alluring.
These are artists who make music by hitting things, their bodies acting, reacting, incorporating the sounds
they produce. At times the performance resembled a wild physics experiment trying to calibrate new sources
of energy. Expressivity as energy, in different shapes and contours, certainly characterized their renditions
of Clarice Assad’s The Hero, one of the 12 “archetypes” from their most recent album of the same name.
Likewise for the extensive, four-movement Percussion Quartet by Danny Elfman, which contained some of
the unexpected-but-just-right harmonic progressions familiar from his signature film scores.
Metamorphosis, the name of one of Third Coast’s ongoing projects, is also the title of some of Philip Glass’s
best-known pieces (from his 1989 Solo Piano album). The ensemble’s arrangement of Metamorphosis 1 for
percussion quartet, created in consultation with Glass, reminded me of the composer’s Baroque affinities
with its chaconne-like eternal recurrence. Especially intriguing in this transcription — despite an obbligato
solo for melodica that seemed to dissipate some of the piece’s haunting solemnity — were the carefully
prepared shifts in dynamic shading.
A good part of the aesthetic interest in this concert involved connecting the vast armamentarium of
instruments — tuned and untuned, made of metal or wood, acoustic or digitally manipulated — with the
specific sounds produced. Devonté Hynes’s Fields, which originated as a commission from Hubbard Street
Dance and choreographer Emma Portner, made a striking, joyful impression; the album garnered several
nominations in the 2021 Grammy Awards. Also known as Blood Orange, Hynes (a British multi-instrumentalist,
singer, songwriter, and record producer as well as composer) made his “classical” debut with this Third Coast
Percussion collaboration.
The program ended with a long, suite-like offering of pieces by Jlin (Jerrilynn Patton), an electronic musician
and producer from Gary, Indiana. These came from a seven-movement project titled Perspective — debuting
here ahead of the postponed Carnegie Hall premiere — and showcased a feverishly inventive imagination.
Jlin’s music juxtaposes a universe of samples and sound colors worthy of Stravinsky, exploding with complex
rhythmic counterpoint and exuberant variety. In her own words, Jlin’s compositions are “clean, precise, and
unpredictable.”

Album Review: Perspectives
July 29, 2022
by Laurence Vittes

It was only six years ago that Chicago-based Third Coast Percussion became the first percussion group
to win a Grammy in the chamber music category, with an all-Steve Reich CD celebrating the composer’s
80th birthday. Since then percussion groups have become increasingly popular, and this new recital of
four premiere recordings demonstrates the kind of high-quality repertoire that is emerging through new
compositions and collaborations.
In Danny Elfman’s entertaining, finely structured Percussion Quartet there are moments of poetry and, in
the last movement, a spectral haunting with chimes. The electronic musician known as Jlin has created in her
Perspective a series of stunning études that originated as electronic tracks, from which Third Coast created
this performing version, with the painful beauty of ‘Obscure’ and the exquisite chrysalis of ‘Duality’ among the
highlights. Third Coast’s arrangement of Glass’s Metamorphosis No 1, inspired by the recording made by Uakti,
is dazzling.
After all of this has been achieved on unpitched instruments alone, marked by the sadness that comes
with their decaying tones, the recital ends with a literally playful collaboration, titled Rubix after the cube,
between Third Coast and the two pitched instruments of Flutronix (flautists Nathalie Joachim and Allison
Loggins-Hull). Based on textures, sketches and performance instructions, the music has a mesmerisingly
ephemeral quality, ending in a radiant Cirque du Soleil yearning.
The recordings made at the Chicago Recording Company have a delicacy and physical beauty in addition to
their dynamic impact and clarity.

These Five Albums Show That Contemporary Classical is Thriving
May 19, 2020
by Peter Margasak

Devonté Hynes, of Blood Orange fame, wrote the music on Fields (Cedille 192; 60:47 ***1/2) as a score for
choreographer Emma Portner, collaborating closely with Chicago’s Third Coast Percussion, which orchestrated his works. While known for alternative pop and r&b, Hynes started out playing classical music, and the
influence of minimalist Philip Glass shines through. At the same time, a penchant for woozy melodies and lush
synth textures exerts itself, blending seamlessly with percussion that rings and gurgles seductively and establishes pulsing rhythms evoking the wide-open spaces evinced by the work’s title.

“I’ve worked with Third Coast Percussion in several venues and can say with certainty and gratitude that
Metamorphosis was a charmed and dynamic experience for all who engaged with the program. Our student audience
was riveted, our campus and community partners were thrilled, and above all the music and dance were lovingly and
virtuosically performed. Thank you!”
- Kristen Brogdon, Director of Programming, Northrop
“The performance [of Metamorphosis] last night was incredible and one of my favorites since I started this job. The
audience was extremely enthusiastic with a standing ovation, and I had many remarks from people as they left about
what an amazing concert it was. Not surprisingly, they were nice human beings, not just great musicians and dancers,
and that always makes our job easy!”
- Elizabeth Snodgrass, Director, Wisconsin Union Theater
“Third Coast Percussion has been amazing as an Ensemble-In-Residence at Denison. Their impact on students and
the community extends beyond the music department, beyond the arts, and reaches across the entire campus with
innovative workshops, collaborations, and projects. Their artistry is masterful and they provide unique and lifelong
experiences for all.”
- Ching-chu Hu, Director, Vail Series, Denison University

For booking information, contact Reba Cafarelli:

reba@thirdcoastpercussion.com | 773.208.5563

www.thirdcoastpercussion.com
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